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Preamble 

❍  We use pilot jobs 
❏  Pull workload from a central task queue 
❏  What is required is “only” to have pilots running 

✰  A pilot can start one or more “job agents” in parallel 
❄  Each job agent runs a single job at a time 
❄  It can run sequentially as many jobs as it is configured for 
❄  Jobs can possibly generate more than one active thread 

❍  Role of batch systems 
❏  Place a pilot job on a WN 
❏  Ensure fair share 

✰  But what is fair share 
✰  How does it relate to pledges? 

❏  …but also 
✰  Monitor and limit resource usage 

❄   possibly kill the job/process 
❄  Is this necessary? Useful? 

❏  The role of the batch system is therefore very limited 
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❍  Example: 

❏  Always jobs waiting in the task queue 
✰  Oscillating effect only due to the batch system algorithm 

 
❏  Fair share vs pledge 

✰  Fair share should allow best usage of resources while 
guaranteeing fairness between users 

✰  Pledge is an long term average commitment 
✰  Usage over pledge should not influence the future if no other 

user need the resources (law of offer and demand) 

Fair share 
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Using VMs 

❍  Control of OS and environment 
❏  No burden on sites but to provide hypervisors 
❏  Facilitates OS transition, running legacy applications 

❍  Can be paused, saved, migrated 
❏  Not bound to hardware in case a reboot is necessary 

❍  Corollary 
❏  A VM can have a long lifetime 
❏  Doesn’t make much sense to run one VM per core 
❏  If it gives access to the whole WN, resource usage is under 

the VO responsibility 
✰  Optimise memory footprint 
✰  Mix IO-bound and CPU-bound applications 
✰  Run parallel jobs 

❏  Accounting on wall-clock time (like commercial clouds)? 
✰  Caveat in case a low efficiency is due to the site config? 
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Ideal (?) scenario 

❍  Start VM at a site if resources are available 
❍  VM starts on a WN giving access to the whole WN 

❏  At least a fraction of the WN 
❍  VM contextualised for the VO and starting the pilot agent 
❍  Start pulling jobs from the CTQ 

❏  Depending on the WN configuration and jobs in the queue 
❄  # cores, hyper threading, memory… 

✰  Run multiple jobs in parallel 
✰  Run parallel jobs 
✰  Up to the VO to optimise the WN usage 

❍  Communication with the site 
❏  How long can I still run? 

✰  Allows the site to shut down a VM 
✰  Allows fairness in case running over pledge 

❏  VO should commit to not match new jobs if requested to stop 
✰  Should not be killed within a grace period (one day?) 

❏  If no matching jobs (no jobs or not allowed) 
✰  VM could either shutdown or sleep for a while, check again… 
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Starting/stopping a VM 

❍  Starting 
❏  When there are tasks to execute 

✰  VO responsibility 
❏  When there are slots available 

✰  Site responsibility to get slots free if running under pledge 
❍  Stopping 

❏  If there are no tasks to execute in the central task queue 
✰  VO responsibility 

❏  If the VO is running over pledge and the site is saturated 
✰  Site responsibility to ask the VO to stop some VMs 

❄  Advanced warning? 
❄  Not different from setting a queue max duration at some point 

✰  VO should commit to stop matching tasks and shutdown VMs 
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